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May 26, 2011 Waves has announced that they have withdrawn the first generation of their new Kramer Master Tape plug-in,
which was available to buy immediately and was due to be released on June 1 . August 2, 2007 To mark the release of the

Kramer Master Tape plug-in, Waves has commissioned a custom-built, hand-stitched replica of the master tape used by Eddie
Kramer at London's Olympic Studios, which is then played with the plug-in. The plug-in does not sound like an Olympics tape,

nor is it an emulation of a particular era or genre of recording, but rather is a recreation of the analog record deck used by
Kramer . April 3, 2007 The new Waves Kramer Master Tape plug-in is being widely used by mix engineers and mastering

engineers to make their audio recordings sound better. The plug-in has been developed in association with . After studying the
vintage reel-to-reel machines used at Olympic Studios, the sound engineers at Waves tweaked the design of their original

prototype plug-in to create the ultimate gold standard for the era it reproduces. April 4, 2011 Waves have returned to the studio
and released a new version of Kramer Master Tape. This is a completely redesigned plug-in, incorporating Waves' new

Highway . It sounds better than the last version and is now much more user friendly and powerful, so if you want to use this plug-
in in your project you need to update to its latest version. April 1, 2011 With the new . . The latest release of Waves Kramer
Master Tape has been developed in association with . Kramer Master Tape uses similar methods to . . Kramer Master Tape

Crack Recreates the rare hand-assembled ladder tape mixer used by Kramer at Olympic Studios . 6.5 ips (245 ms) of tape was
available, ranging from sough ts to sough-ers of 35, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 ms. Kramer Master Tape Includes Kramer

Master Tape, HLS . Recorded at London's Olympic Studios and played through the Kramer Master Tape plugin, reproduced the
beautiful sounding tape mix of The Who's "Young Man Blues", recorded by Eddie Kramer in London on February 26, 1968. It

was the first song recorded at Olympic Studios on tape and is an important milestone in the use of tape in the studio,
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